2002 chevy impala headlight assembly

I have been ordering my parts exclusively from Parts Geek for 2 years. Always arrives in time
and you can't beat the prices. The Headlight was packaged very good and I recieved it quickly.
The only thing I wish I new is that it did'nt come with headlight retaining clips. I was fortunate to
find this seller on line as they have the parts and supplies that I needed. There was a easy
transaction and all parts arrived in a timely manner. I will continue to use this supplier for the
new and complete list of available parts. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order:
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Seat Switch Connector. Power Window Motor Connector. Power Window Motor Kit. Power
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Injection. Tools and Hardware. Action Crash. DIY Solutions. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge.
Product List Price:. Position: Left - Driver Side. Quality: Value Line - High quality automotive
part with the highest cost savings. Quality: Capa Certified - Ensures the part fits, performs, and
lasts the same as the original. Position: Right - Passenger Side. Package Contents 2 Headlights;
2 Fog Lights. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Brock Headlight Assembly - Left. Brock
Headlight Assembly - Right. Dorman Headlight Assembly - Left. Dorman Headlight Assembly.
Features: Specifically designed to look and function like the original headlight Original
manufacturer quality Rigid plastic protects against weather and road conditions Built to match
the exact original dimensions for proper fit. Dorman Headlight Assembly - Right. TYC Headlight
Assembly. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Bosch Headlight Assembly - Right.
Image is not vehicle specific. Maxzone Headlight Assembly - Left. Action Crash GMV. October
22nd, Posted by Repeat Customer. Action Crash GMN. July 14th, Posted by Chevrolet Impala
headlight. May 26th, Posted by Headlight Assembly Replacement. October 2nd, Posted by
Headlight. September 10th, Posted by Jack Sheehan. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Chevrolet
Impala. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Chevrolet Impala. Catalog: K. Catalog: B. Catalog: N. Catalog: A.
Your Account. Support Center. Select Year. Select Make. Select Model. Select Part. Select
Fitment. We ship from multiple warehouses across the country, so you get your part as soon as
possible. Free, one year or more , unlimited mileage warranty. Covers everything; parts and
shipping costs. Experts in auto parts since â€” rated 4. The part you are searching for is not
available online. Please contact us for further information. We provide a free industry leading
warranty and free shipping on most parts. If you are having some trouble finding the right
Headlight Assembly for your specific Chevrolet Impala or have any questions, please give us a
call or chat with us online. Our experienced team of auto parts specialists will find what you
need and provide you the best price available for your Chevrolet Impala. We are proud to
provide industry leading customer service and warranties. Our customers love working with us
and continue to show us their appreciation by leaving us outstanding online reviews. Click here
for Mobile version. Home Toggle navigation. Your Account Support Center. We've got your back
Free, one year or more , unlimited mileage warranty. Return for any reason within 60 days for a
full refund. Your part can be more easily found using the Diff Wizard. Thank You! Secure
Shopping. All rights reserved. So you're trying to find the right headlight assembly : the right fit
at the right price. We know it can get confusing, with so many options from so many places.
And you don't want to deal with the hassle of finally getting the part and finding out it's the
wrong one. At BuyAutoParts. We want to make sure you get exactly what you're looking for, and
we're dedicated to making it as easy as possible for you to get it. That's our core mission: to
make getting the parts you need as smooth and as painless an experience as it can be. That
means a full-faceted customer service experience, beginning with availability. Whatever
headlight assembly parts you're looking for, our catalogue is the most comprehensive you'll
find anywhere online. With dozens of brands and every size and model available, we're an even
better bet than the dealership. Let's face it: you're busy, and a headlight assembly replacement
shouldn't have to be a pain. You need something that fits, something that works, something
that's reasonably priced, and you want that something as soon as possible. You don't want to
get it wrong, but you don't want to spend too much time on it either. We've got you covered.
From the moment you log on to our site you'll find attractive discounts on our catalogue, which
spans the gamut of any and all auto parts you need. And no need to worry about the cost: not
only are our prices the most competitive in the industry, but if you find someone selling the part
for less, we're more than happy to match it. But we're not just trying to get you in and get you
out. Unlike most other companies, we offer at least a year-long warranty on all our products and often four or five years. In fact, we're one of the only business to offer a lifetime guarantee
on some of our parts. It's all part of our dedication to you, the customer, and making sure you
feel confident about your purchase - before, during, and well after you've made it. And if you're
unsure of what car headlight assembly parts you're looking for, we're more than happy to help
with that too. We've got a staff of experts waiting to assist you with any questions you might
have, to make absolutely sure that the OEM headlight assembly you decide on is the best
possible choice for your application. And you don't need to worry about your call being routed
to some service center in India or the Philippines. Since our founding in , we haven't outsourced
a single job. All employees at BuyAutoParts. Your satisfaction is paramount throughout the
process, most helpfully of all with our policy of Guaranteed Exact Fit. That means that if by
chance the part you order doesn't quite measure up, we'll refund your entire purchase including shipping costs associated with the return. We're not here to take your money and run;
we're here to get you the part you need. Browse our catalogue and check out the options for

headlight assembly replacement parts. And if you're not sure what you're looking at, give us a
call. Now and after your purchase, BuyAutoParts. You can refer to this headlight replacement
guide to ensure that you have done your installation right. Headlights This is a brief and
easy-to-understand article about automotive headlights with images. We hope you will find it
informative! Each step includes a relevant image which helps the DIYer understand the process
clearly. Learn About Headlight Assembly Repair Cost Looking to replace your headlights and
worried about the money you will have to spend on the replacement? This page tells you how to
save money while replacing headlight assemblies. Foggy Headlights? We Can Help with That
Does your vehicle have cloudy headlights? This page tells you the causes of foggy headlights
and the appropriate solution for restoring them. Click here for Mobile version. Select Make.
Select Model. Headlight Assembly. Thank You! All rights reserved. Secure Shopping. Search By.
Asked by Wiki User. Pull them up to remove them. The headlight assembly should easily pull
out. Reverse the procedure to reinstall. If the passenger side headlight on a Chevy Impala is
dim, it may be time to change the bulb, or there is a problem with the wiring on that side. On the
passenger side below the headlight assembly, behind the bumper cover, accessable from the
bottom. You will need to take the complete headlight assembly loose or out to get to the bulb to
change it. Open the hood and then examine the top of the headlight assembly and locate the
two pins that can be pulled up and out of the assembly. Then rotate the headlight Assembly out
of the front of the grille and change the headlight bulb In the front of the passenger side fender,
The easiest way to access them is to remove the headlight assembly. It pulls off. Sometimes
easier to remove the headlight assembly to change the bulb. We have instructions at our forum.
Go inside the trunk and remove the nuts from inside and pull the assembly out. See sources
and related links below for Chevrolet Impala headlight bulb part numbers. Open the hood. On
top of the headlight assemblies, there's a curved metal rod. Pull that out, and you can pull the
headlight assembly right out. From there, you turn the bulb ballasts counterclockwise and pull
them out, and you can either replace the bulbs at that point, or the whole headlight assembly if
necessary. Open the hood, stand in front of headlight, notice two black tabs sticking up behind
the headlight assembly in back of the radiator support. Pull these two tabs straight up and off.
This will unlock the headlight assembly. Now you can wiggle the assembly out the front and
gain access to the bulb. Reverse for assembly. I would also like an answer for this question.
Stand in front of the headlight in question, with hood open notice two black tabs sticking up
behind headlight bucket assembly. Remove the two tabs by lifting straight up. The headlight
bucket assembly can now be wiggled out of the car and you can now remove the bulb socket
from the assembly to replace the bulb. Reverse order for assembly. Pull the complete headlight
assembly out to get to the bulbs. You first have to pull the front bumper off, along with the
wheel well to get to the headlight assembly. Open the hood, and its right there behind the left
headlight. There are little gears right behind the headlight assemblies. Remove the tire and
wheel from your Chevy Impala. Remove the brake assembly spring and the break caliper. The
brake pads will come off. Reverse the process to install the new brake pads. To get to the
Malibu's headlamp assembly, first pull up on the two black plastic tabs to remove the headlights
plastic cover. After the headlight area cover is removed, there are two tabs that when you pull
up on them they will release the headlight assembly. Open the hood, remove the two locks that
hold the headlight assembly in place, with the two locks removed you can wiggle the headlight
assembly out and gain access to the back side of the assembly to remove and replace the
headlight bulb. The bulb plug is held into the back of the headlight assembly and can be
removed by rotating the bulb plug assembly roughly 90 degrees counter clock-wise and pulling
the bulb plug assembly out. It is a tight fit to get your hands in, but try from the top with the
hood open. Ask Question. Chevy Impala. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related
Questions. How come pasenger headlight are dim a Chevy Impala? Where is the horn located
on a Chevy Impala? How do you replace a headlight bulb on a Chevy Malibu? Replace Chevy
Tahoe passenger side headlight? How to Change the headlights in Chevy maliby? How do you
change the headlight bulbs in a Chevy Impala Lt? Where are the horns located under the hood
of a Chevy impala? How do you remove the boot that covers the rear of the headlight assembly
of a Chevy trailblazer? How do you change the taillight bulb on a Chevy Impala? What kind of
bulb do you need for a front headlight in a Chevy Impala? How do you change headlight on
Chevy pickup ? Change low beam headlight on Chevy blazer? How do you change a front turn
signal bulb in a Chevy Impala? Can you open a Chevy Impala headlamp assembly The little
shield for the main headlight bulb has fallen off and I need to get inside to secure it? How do
you change the headlight bulb on a Chevy s10? How do you replace the headlight bulb on
Chevy Malibu? How do you change a headlight? Where is your car battery Chevy Impala ? How
do you put the headlight assembly back on a Chevy Blazer? How do you adjust the headlight
angle after installing a new headlight assembly in a Chevy Metro? How do you change rear

brake pads on Chevy Impala? How do you change a headlight bulb on a Chevy Malibu? How do
you replace the headlight bulb located on a Chevy S 10? How do you replace the light bulb of
the headlight on a Chevy Prism? How do you change the headlight on a Chevy coloroda? Asked
By Wiki User. Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is
silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. How many times does 30 go into ? What times 10
equals to ? Give me food and I will live give me water and I will die what am I? How old is
Danielle cohn? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music
become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without
crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica
Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals
name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all
time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter.
Previously Viewed How do you change a headlight assembly on a Chevy impala? Unanswered
Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is
not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson
of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke?
Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material
on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except
with prior written permission of Multiply. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need
your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality,
direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding
customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help.
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. This part will only fit a Chevrolet Avalanche with these
options. If your vehicle isn't listed, close the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year
Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. What year is your
Year. Free Same Day Shipping. View: 15 5 Filter by Vehicle. Year Part Type. Headlight Mounting
Bracket. Headlight Mounting Pin. Headlight Set. Lighting Kit. DIY Solutions. Eagle Eyes. General
Motors OEM. Side Location. Driver Side. Driver or Passenger Side. Passenger Side. Set
Quantity. Filter Results. Guaranteed to Fit Chevrolet Avalanche Quantity: Pair view more. Part :
1ABMK Add to Cart. Part : 1ABMX Part : 1ALHT Part : 1ALHP Part : 1ALHL Chevrolet is a
registered trademark of General Motors Company. See all trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit
Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to
find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. We accept
payment by any of the following methods: PayPal Please pay as soon as possible, as that will
allow us to post your item to you sooner! Customer satisfaction is very important to us. If you
have any problem with your order, please contact us and we will do our best to make you
satisfied. If you have any queries, please contact us via ebay. We usually respond within 24
hours on weekdays. Plug-n-Play Installation- As a fully compatible for factory parts, our bolt-on
style headlights are designed for quick and easy installation,requiring no modification or
drilling. Guaranteed Quality- Our headlights are thoroughly tested to deliver smooth operation
as well as for impact and heat resistance and endurance against rough road conditions over a
long period of time. The units are completely sealed to prevent moisture from being trapped
inside the housing. We offer FREE shipping on all orders! We ship within Three business days
of payment, usually sooner. Local pickups and combined shipping options are not provided at
this time. You can return a product for up to 30 days from the date you purchased it. Any
product you return must be in the same condition you received it and in the original packaging.
Please keep the receipt. Please visit our eBay store to check out other items for sale! Thank you
for shopping at our store. Good thing CarParts. We have a wide range of replacement
headlights at unbeatable prices. Take your pick from various colors, finishes, light sources, and
more. Shop for Chevy Impala headlights now to grab the best deals. What to Do to Maintain
Your Chevrolet Impala Headlight Since your Chevy Impala can work well even without
headlights, you may not pay much attention to these important vehicle components until they
shut off and you have no choice but to pull over in the middle of nowhere, in the wee hours of
the night. To keep your lights functioning well and looking like new, here are some tips to bear
in mind:. It is a good idea that you make it your habit to check your headlights as they can also
get crooked. The first thing you need to look at are the lenses, as they can get foggy and turn
hazy over time. The light assembly, after being installed for a while, may fail to directly shine

ahead as the vehicle gets through bumps and potholes. By doing headlight checks, you'll be
able to know if you need a headlight restoration kit. If you are parking in a covered garage with a
solid wall, you can check the aiming of your headlights after you've parked your Chevy. To do
this, make sure the vehicle is parked at a level surface and the lights are hitting the wall. If the
lights hit the same height on the wall, then your headlights are still aimed properly. If the lights
are aimed too high or too low, they are more likely to develop blind spots for other drivers.
These blind spots can also affect your ability to clearly see the road. Your Chevrolet Impala
headlight lenses should always be crystal clear. But in the long run, due to changing of weather
and other factors, the lenses may turn yellowâ€”this can affect the quality of lights that come
out of the lamps. Besides using a headlight restoration kit, there are several ways to address
hazy or yellow headlights, and the process can be done even by novice DIYers. Frontal crashes
can smash the headlights, breaking them into pieces. So if you don't want that to happen to
your headlight assembly, make sure you drive safely to avoid getting involved in a road mishap.
It also pays to use car cover as it can protect the lights from scratches when parked. After a few
years of being in use, your Chevrolet Impala headlight will eventually get hazy, become
misaligned, and eventually stop working. But before you start any fix or replacement, it is
important that you diagnose the problem first to be sure of the component that will be repaired
or replaced. Below are the common headlight problems you are likely to encounter and the
ways to troubleshoot them:. This problem is usually caused by a burned out bulb, but you still
have to do troubleshooting first as it can also be caused by corroded or loose electrical
connection. Check your manual as it may have information on how long a headlight bulb
usually lasts on average and when you should expect your bulb to give up. An average driver
who drives 12, to 15, miles per year may need to replace a headlight every five or six years,
depending on how frequent you use your lights. If this is the case with your ride, you have to
take more time diagnosing the problem as there can be several reasons for such, including a
bad fuse, dimmer switch, module, headlight circuit, headlight switch, or wiring defect. If the fuse
seems okay, do further checks using a voltmeter. If the headlights are dim and their brightness
changes as the engine is revved, it is possible that the problem is the charging system. This can
be diagnosed by checking the charging voltage while the engine is in idle. If you read less than
13 volts, the culprit is most likely the charging system. Debuted in the model year, this model
was first known as a high-end Bel Air. Its luxurious design and iconic grilles were said to have
been the inspiration for American muscle cars in the following decades. Its present generation
earned top scores from Consumer Reports, becoming the first North American sedan in two
decades to score 95 out of points. As more of this vehicle is seen on American roads, drivers
will need to learn all about the basics of its repair and maintenance. One component that may
require replacement are the Chevrolet Impala headlights. Here are some of the common
symptoms of a bad headlight. To check your headlights, you may ask a friend to stand in front
of your vehicle while you switch the lights on from inside the cabin. As soon as you notice one
or more of these signs, it is strongly recommended to have your vehicle checked by a trusted
mechanic. Collision damage is one of the most common reasons for headlight repairs. Due to
its location in the front of your car, the headlights can easily get cracked or damaged during
forward collisions. Moisture buildup inside the headlight housing is another common issue with
headlights, especially for older vehicles. This can make the lens cover look cloudy and
obscured. Condensation on the lens cover may also point to damage to the seal or a crack in
the headlight housing. Flickering or dim bulbs could be caused by problems with the switch,
wiring, bulb, or the power source. To accurately determine where the issue lies, it is best to
have a licensed mechanic check it for you. Chevy Impala LED headlights are meant to last the
entire life span of your vehicle, but halogen bulbs on older models may require replacement
after a few years. Keep in mind that if you replace one bulb, it is advisable to replace the other
since you can expect it to get busted right around the same time. Your headlights are an
important safety component of your vehicle. These lights help you safely navigate the road at
night and other low-light conditions. Without functioning headlights, it will be hard to observe
road conditions in the dark, communicate with vehicles driving ahead of you, and alert
pedestrians of your presence. These are typically sold individually, in sets of two, or as part of a
kit. Keep in mind that headlight assemblies may come with or without a Chevy Impala headlight
bulb. There have been ten generations of the Chevrolet Impala, each with parts of varying sizes
and fit. It is possible to do so but is it also against the law and possibly dangerous. If a car
drives with headlights of another color, other drivers in both lanes may become confused and
react in ways that could cause an accident. The Federal Motor Vehicle Standard requires that all
automobiles in America must only have white head lights. Violations of this standard could
possible lead to police infarctions and even having the offending vehicle impounded. The most
expensive headlights are made from the best materials and are backed by a warranty. They are

also equipped with multiple lights that give you a range of light beams to choose from. Standard
OEM headlights are good enough for the Chevy Impala, but aftermarket headlights are definitely
worth it if you have the money to buy them. Pencil beams are long, thin beams of light that
illuminate as much as 3, feet ahead. They're best for those long evening drives in a rural area.
Roads will usually for straight for miles on end, making the longs beams of light appropriate.
For areas with lots of twist and turns, it is important to have a good view of both sides of the
vehicles to prevent a driver from mistakenly driving into an obstacle when making a turn. These
usually happen because of a chemical that is applied to the headlight to help them withstand
damage from UV rays. As time passes by, these chemicals slowly break down and take on a
yellow color. When these chemically treated headlights are polished, the protective coatings
may come off. The UV rays then hit these exposed areas of the headlights which eventually turn
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